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Produced petroleum fluids containing hydrogen sulfide (H2S) 
gas are often referred to as "sour". Hydrogen sulfide gas in 
the presence of free water can cause certain metal alloys to 
crack. This sour service cracking phenomenon is referred to 
as Sulfide Stress Cracking (SSC). SSC of metals is a serious 
safety issue for the petroleum industry. SSC has resulted in 
loss of life and injury due to the escape of highly toxic 
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) gas. Further, SSC is a major safety 
concern due to consequences associated with the sudden release 
of high pressure, flammable gas. Explosions can result.
Sour service conditions can result in increased expenditures 
over the life of the sour facility. Initial capital 
expenditures to procure materials resistant to SSC will 
usually be greater than for non-sour service. Further, SSC 
failures can result in increased operating costs to maintain 
sour service oil and gas fields.
Industry has developed the NACE MR-01-75± document to 




Sour service materials selection is a complex problem facing 
personnel not experts in the subject area. Sulfide Stress 
Cracking technology and the NACE document are not easily 
understood by novice personnel. A computer software tool 
could be effective in tutoring novice personnel on SSC 
fundamentals and aspects of NACE MR-01-7 5 which are frequently 
overlooked or misunderstood.
An expert advisor computer program was developed to integrate 
expert comments, SSC fundamentals, key metallurgy concepts, 
and NACE MR-01-75 requirements. This program is termed an 
expert advisor rather than an expert system because it seeks 
to teach the knowledge rather than simply provide expert 
answers. A novice user is able to proceed through a 
structured tutorial to establish the necessary fundamentals on 
metallurgy, SSC technology, and NACE MR-01-75 requirements 
necessary for informed use of the NACE document. More 
experienced users can proceed directly to the expert system 
portions of the system for direct evaluation of an alloy 
specification. A general survey option is available within 
the expert system portion to evaluate NACE requirements in 




The thesis software demonstrates that expert systems 
technology can be applied to SSC and NACE MR-01-7 5 to provide 
some measure of additional expert communication to users. 
Advances and refinements could certainly be made by using more 
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This thesis has essentially been a software development 
project. The reader of this thesis is advised that the 
significance of the thesis is truly within the software— not 
the following prose. The goal of the thesis has been to write 
a computerized expert system to assist petroleum production 
personnel in evaluating metal materials for suitability for 
exposure to a hydrogen sulfide (H2S) sour environment. Sour 
environments can cause certain metal alloys to crack from 
Sulfide Stress Cracking (SSC). Materials selection for sour 
service is often a complex task for the novice engineer. The 
petroleum industry has developed the NACE MR-01-75 document to 
assist personnel in establishing material requirements to 
reduce the likelihood of SSC failures.
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) is based 
upon NACE MR-01-75 (1990) requirements. It was developed
within the Colorado School of Mines Petroleum Engineering 
Department with the expert input of Bruce D. Craig of 
Metallurgical Consultants, Houston, Texas. Dr. Craig is a 




The SSC-EA is termed an "Expert Advisor" rather than an expert 
system to highlight the philosophical difference between it 
and the common structure of an expert system. A traditional 
expert system normally asks a series of questions in order to 
gain enough information to display "the correct answer". 
Corrosion and metallurgy issues and materials selection in 
general do not normally have a single best answer. 
Engineering judgement is crucial for making the final 
decision. The intent of the SSC-EA is to provide "expert 
information" to guide the user in making a technically sound 
decision on metal materials destined for sour service. 
Consequently, "Expert Advisor" has a connotation that more 
accurately reflects the manner in which knowledge has been 
represented within the computer program.
My thanks to the patience, time and input from Bruce Craig, 
Robert Thompson, and Ramona Graves in helping with the 
development of the project.
My acknowledgement to the National Association of Corrosion 
Engineers and the NACE MR-01-75 document on which the majority 




The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) will be 
available to students and faculty of Colorado School of Mines 
for minor distribution charge for approximately one year after 
completion of this thesis. Details on the availability can be 
obtained from the Petroleum Engineering Department.
Users which obtain copies of the SSC-EA are not allowed to 
make additional copies of the software for other than their 
own personal use. No one except the Colorado School of Mines 
Petroleum Engineering Department and the members of the SSC-EA 
development team are allowed to sell the software commercially 
or make copies for payment. All rights reserved.
The user is advised of the disclaimer cautions which appear on 
the entry screens to the SSC-EA program and repeated within 
the body of this thesis. The user shall bear in mind that the 
software is the result of academic work and is not intended 
for professional consulting or replacement of the NACE MR-01- 
75 written text.
x
RHTMU1 LM3ES LIBRARY 




1.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Sulfide stress cracking in the petroleum production industry 
is a serious form of cracking brought about when hydrogen 
sulfide gas (H2S) is present within the produced fluids ("sour 
environment'*). Sulfide stress cracking (SSC) is a phenomenon 
where certain metal alloys crack when subjected to a tensile 
stress and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) gas in the presence of 
water. SSC is often a major safety, cost, operating and 
environmental concern.
SSC is of great concern in sour production primarily due to 
safety reasons. Hydrogen sulfide gas is highly toxic at 
relatively low concentrations1. Industry has experienced SSC 
accidents resulting in death and injury due to the unintended 
escape of toxic H2S. Hydrogen sulfide gas is also very 
flammable, and has the potential to result in explosive 
accidents. Further, the sudden release of pressure energy due 
to escaping high pressure gas is often dangerous in itself. 
Cracking failures are of great concern since failure can occur 
quite suddenly and result in sufficient release of H2S to
1 Lethal at approximately 250 to 600 ppm, depending primarily 
upon exposure time.
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cause immediate death, injury, fire, and/or explosion. 
Material selection for SSC resistance is a complex subject to 
many petroleum and operations engineers. Often, a large 
variety of potential alloys, heat treatments, and cold work 
conditions must be screened for both SSC resistance and 
economic acceptability. The novice engineer may easily 
become confused by the seemingly subtle distinctions within 
metallurgy and operating circumstances which can result in 
either SSC resistance or failure. Access to expert 
information on SSC becomes important for both technical 
success and productivity reasons.
The petroleum production industry uses NACE MR-01-75! as a 
guideline for determining specific material requirements for 
sour service alloys. NACE MR-01-75 is an evolved industry 
committee document which is only a SSC guideline, and not a 
sour service design specification. Use of NACE MR-01-75 is 
mandatory for sour production within the state of Texas and in 
all federal offshore waters.
NACE MR-01-75 guidelines are generally effective only when the 
user is fully skilled with SSC technology and has a working 
fundamental knowledge of metallurgy basics. In addition, 
novice engineers often incorrectly assume that NACE MR-01-75
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applies to all forms of oilfield corrosion. Yet, NACE MR-01- 
75 only applies to SSC! Confusion and misconceptions are 
common.
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) computer 
program was developed to help bridge the knowledge gap between 
the spartan NACE MR-01-75 guidelines and the novice engineer. 
The expert advisor program has two sections. First, a NACE 
MR-01-75 tutorial paraphrases NACE requirements and further 
amplifies with expert comments. Expert comments are designed 
to broaden the user1s understanding of SSC, metallurgy, common 
application pitfalls, and current issues impacting how one 
uses NACE MR-01-75. The tutorial is an interactive way to 
educate and transmit expert knowledge regarding SSC and NACE 
MR-01-75. The second section is a true expert system session 
which interactively determines NACE MR-01-75 requirements for 
a user selected alloy. The alloy evaluation expert system 
incorporates metallurgy requirements along with how the item 
should be manufactured, fabricated and used for a specific 
application to limit SSC problems.
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1.2 SULFIDE STRESS CRACKING IN PETROLEUM PRODUCTION
1.2.1 SSC AND HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT 
Sulfide stress cracking (SSC) is a specific form of hydrogen 
embrittlement which occurs in the presence of hydrogen sulfide 
gas (H2S) within produced petroleum fluids. Industry 
generally classifies petroleum production having significant 
H2S as "sour production", or a "sour environment".
SSC is distinguished from general hydrogen embrittlement by 
the catalytic effect of the sulfides2 which are present in a 
sour environment. Sulfides serve to increase the
concentration of atomic hydrogen that diffuses into the metal 
matrix. Buildup of internal atomic hydrogen within 
sufficiently high strength, hard alloys causes a loss of 
ductility and onset of brittle behavior.3 SSC susceptible 
alloys can become "embrittled" and crack via brittle failure 
when sufficiently saturated with internal hydrogen.
SSC is the predominate form of hydrogen embrittlement 
encountered in petroleum production. Consequently, the 
petroleum production industry has focused primarily upon the 
special attributes of sulfide stress cracking (SSC) as opposed 
to the more general form of hydrogen embrittlement. Sulfide
\
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Stress Cracking (SSC) is a specific form of hydrogen 
embrittlement.4
1.2.2 H2S REACTIONS AND SSC 
Hydrogen sulfide gas is derived primarily from two sources. 
First, H2S occurs naturally in many reservoir fluids. 
Secondly, H2S can also be evolved through the actions of 
Sulfate Reducing Bacteria. Sulfate Reducing Bacteria are most 
commonly introduced into the wellbore, production system, or 
reservoir by utilizing contaminated waters for well workovers, 
muds, or when pumped into pipelines or tanks. Hydrogen 
sulfide gas within produced fluids can be dissociated through 
aqueous acid reactions to form hydrogen ions, sulfide ions, or 
HS- ions. Most hydrogen ions will eventually combine with 
electrons and reduce during cathodic reactions along the metal 
surface to form atomic hydrogen. Atomic hydrogen is small 
enough to penetrate and diffuse into a "solid” metal matrix.2 
Molecular hvdrocren (H2) is physically too large to diffuse 
into the metal matrix.
A key point is that atomic hydrogen can either stay within the 
fluid environment or penetrate and diffuse into the interior 
of the metal matrix. Sulfides within the fluid environment 
significantly increase the rate for which atomic hydrogen
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diffuses into the metal. 2 The exact mechanism by which 
sulfides catalytically increase diffusion of atomic hydrogen 
into metal is not presently known.
1.2.3 SSC FAILURES 
The petroleum industry has produced sour fluid environments 
for many years. However, sulfide stress cracking (SSC) did 
not become a notable concern until certain very sour fields, 
primarily in Western Canada, began to experience unexplained 
cracking failures in high strength steel alloys during the 
1950*s.5 These failures corresponded with increased use of 
higher strength alloys intended to withstand the greater 
stress levels encountered as the industry continued to move 
into deeper, high pressure production zones. Failures of 
lower strength steels were not nearly as pronounced, but still 
occurred.
1.2.4 EVOLUTION OF SSC TECHNOLOGY 
SSC research during the 1950's and 1960's focused primarily 
upon ferrous based alloys, such as cast irons, carbon steels, 
low alloy steels, and some stainless steels. Committee Group 
T-l (Corrosion Control in Petroleum Production) of the 
National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) served as 
an industry review and consolidation force to systematically
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summarize the knowledge gained from SSC research.
NACE work on SSC focused primarily upon the highly aggressive 
sour environments around the Calgary area of Western Canada. 
During the 1960's, tentative NACE "specifications” for valves, 
subsurface equipment, and tubular goods were issued as 
specification 150, 50, 51, and 60. Sour service research and 
committee work continued and was eventually consolidated into 
one document when NACE MR-01-75 (Standard Material 
Requirements. Sulfide Stress Cracking Resistant Metallic 
Materials for Oilfield Equipment) was issued in 1975.
The original NACE MR-01-75 was both a consolidation of 
previous technical committee papers and an incorporation of 
the generally accepted SSC field experience and science as 
agreed upon by a majority of committee members. By 1975, the 
specific factors leading to SSC in the common ferrous based 
alloys (steels, cast irons, certain stainless steels) were 
essentially defined. Industry experience established that a 
number of interrelated metallurgical and environmental 
variables affect SSC susceptibility.
1.2.5 SSC ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES 
Sulfide Stress Cracking susceptibility is affected by a
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complex interaction of parameters including the following 
environmental variablesr
1. HYDROGEN ION concentration (pH) of the environment^ 
SSC susceptibility decreases with increasing pH. 
Most metals will become resistant to SSC as pH 
increases above approximately 9.6
2. HYDROGEN SULFIDE concentration and total PRESSURE.x
3. Total tensile STRESS (residual/internal and 
applied). Stress can be from either applied 
mechanical loadings, residual/internal stresses, or 
combined applied and residual/internal stresses. 
Actual stress level is difficult to determine in 
practice. Therefore, materials are usually selected 
on the basis of resistance to SSC rather than 
reliance upon a low stress design.6
4. TEMPERATURE of the system.!
5. Cumulative exposure TIME (hydrogen buildup within an 
alloy).x
1.2.6 SSC METALLURGICAL VARIABLES 
The primary SSC metallurgical variables which have been found 
to affect SSC susceptibility for alloys in general are as 
follows:
1. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION.x The various base metals and
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alloying elements can either increase, decrease, or 
have no affect upon SSC susceptibility.
2. Alloy S T R E N G T H . ( H a r d n e s s  is a measure of 
strength) Industry has focused primarily upon 
hardness since it can be measured using non 
destructive techniques in both the plant and field.6
3. HEAT TREATMENT. x Heat treatment can increase or 
decrease residual stress and also strength and 
hardness. Adequate heat treatment relieves residual 
stress due to cold work.
4. COLD DEFORMATION (also called cold work) . Cold work 
increases both the residual stress within a metal 
and the strength/hardness.6
5. MICROSTRUCTURE.x (also referred to as grain 
structure) SSC for a given microstructure is highly 
dependent upon the extent of unrelieved 
internal/residual stress, unrelieved cold work 
damage, and the heat treatment processes which have 
been applied. Microstructure alone is not an 
adequate criteria for determining SSC resistance. 
Other factors such as stress, cold work, hardness, 
and heat treatment more directly affect SSC. These 
basic factors happen to also affect the 
character of the microstructure.
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1.2.7 IMPORTANCE OF STRENGTH AND HARDNESS 
Industry found that SSC susceptibility increases as alloy 
strength increases. Many high strength alloys can become so 
susceptible to SSC that failure can occur in a very short 
exposure period (e.g. minutes). Hardness provides an 
important metallurgical link to detect the approximate 
strength. Hardness can be directly correlated with tensile 
strength for a given base allov (iron, nickel, aluminum etc, 
see caution2). Increased strength is indicated by increased 
hardness.
Strength can be controlled or moderated to reduce SSC 
susceptibility by adjusting the rate of cooling and subsequent 
heat treatments. However, strength and hardness alone do not 
provide the full indication of SSC susceptibility. The 
potential for SSC failure due to the total tensile stress 
(both residual/internal and applied) within the alloy cannot 
be measured via the strength rating or measured hardness.
2 Beware! Specific correlations of hardness to a specific 
tensile strength level (psi) are only valid within a given 
alloy base, such as iron or nickel. Specifically, it is 
not valid to compare a ferrous based hardness with a nickel 
based hardness and then assume the nickel based alloy will 
have the identical tensile strength as the ferrous based 
alloy.
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1.2.8 IMPORTANCE OF TENSILE STRESS LEVEL 
Industry has determined that SSC resistant alloys must 
withstand the total of two types of stress— both 
internal/residual stress and applied tensile stress.x The 
buildup of internal atomic hydrogen within a metal causes an 
increase in internal stress as hydrogen saturation increases. 
Overly hard, high strength alloys may not have sufficient 
ductility to withstand the total of applied tensile stress and 
internal/residual stress without causing brittle cracking.
Industry found that SSC susceptibility could be greatly 
increased by increasing the internal/residual stress within 
high strength alloys. Further, industry found that 
sufficiently low strength, soft ferrous alloys do not fail 
from SSC provided that internal/residual stress resulting from 
cold work damage is not excessive.
1.2.9 CURRENT TRENDS IN SSC TECHNOLOGY 
NACE MR-01-75 has continued to evolve through committee action 
since the original issue in 1975. The present 1990 edition of 
NACE MR-01-75 reflects the evolution towards increasingly 
aggressive sour environments encountered by the petroleum 
industry. These environments are aggressive in terms of SSC, 
large applied stresses, and from other forms of corrosion such
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as stress corrosion cracking and accelerated weight loss 
corrosion.
NACE MR-01-7 5 requirements and service limitations for carbon 
steels and low alloys steels are essentially fully evolved. 
The older, well established Ferritic, Martensitic, and 
Austenitic stainless steel specifications likewise have their 
SSC requirements essentially defined. However, SSC
susceptibility work continues for newer additions to Ferritic, 
Martensitic, and Austenitic classifications of stainless 
steel. SSC research is particularly active for the more 
exotic forms of stainless steel such as Precipitation Hardened 
(Age Hardened) and Duplex.
1.2.9.1 CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS (CRAs)
Oilfield production environments which have aggressive 
chlorides, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and extreme 
pressures and temperatures often require use of Corrosion 
Resistant Alloys (CRAs). CRAs are capable of achieving both 
high strength and resistance to SSC while also being resistant 
to other forms of corrosion attack. Unfortunately, the 
increased corrosion resistance of CRAs becomes increasingly 
expensive with additions of expensive alloying elements or a 
shift to nonferrous based alloys.
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Industry has found that stainless steels can be considered 
CRAs to varying degrees. Precipitation Hardened and Duplex 
stainless generally represent the more corrosion resistant 
types of stainless steel. Martensitic stainless is generally 
more SSC susceptible than carbon steels, low alloy steels, and 
other types of stainless steel. Ferritic stainless steels 
have reasonable overall corrosion resistance but low strength. 
Austenitic stainless steel is not widely used as a downhole 
CRA due to its susceptibility to chloride stress corrosion 
cracking and lower strength capabilities compared to other 
stainless steels. Industry continues to develop and solicit 
NACE approval for new grades of stainless steel which satisfy 
specific CRA applications at reduced cost.
1.2.9.2 Nonferrous Alloys (Nonferrous CRAs)
Some environments are too aggressive for economically 
successful use of CRA stainless steels. These environments 
are so aggressive that all ferrous based alloys corrode too 
fast to be operationally viable. Overall performance of 
ferrous based alloys eventually becomes too restrictive and a 
new base alloy must be used to afford better mechanical and 
corrosion properties. Industry has increasingly moved towards 
developing nonferrous based alloys for CRAs where ferrous 
based alloy prove unacceptable. Typical base elements
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utilized are nickel, cobalt, tantalum, and titanium. Many of 
the new alloys and significant evolution of material 
requirements within NACE MR-01-75 center upon the increased 
use of nonferrous alloys.
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1.3 NACE MR-01-75
NACE MR-01-75x is the document the petroleum production 
industry primarily uses to determine suitability of various 
alloys for sour service applications. NACE MR-01-75 cites 
material requirements which have been found to generally 
result in failure free service.
1.3.1 MATERIAL SELECTION IN GENERAL 
Material selection is not an exact engineering science. 
Often, there is a range of materials which can be successfully 
used from both an economic and performance standpoint. A 
rigorous evaluation of all the potential alloys, including 
distinctions in the relative merits of each, can be an 
extremely complex engineering problem.
Selection of SSC resistant materials is even more complex 
because the primary variables which affect SSC susceptibility 
are interrelated. Often one variable is dependent on the 
others and there is no obvious single best solution. Further, 
SSC resistance is only part of the overall consideration. The 
alloys might also have to be resistant to other forms of 
corrosion and be capable of sustaining high stresses. Demands 
imposed by service conditions can seriously limit material
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selection due to the trade-off between overall cost, weight, 
wall thickness, stress level, strength and mechanical 
dimensions/clearances. Ultimately, judgement and experience 
must usually make the final determination amongst the 
sometimes conflicting and often incomplete technical 
considerations.
1.3.2 WHAT NACE MR-01-75 IS AND IS NOT 
Novice engineers often have an incomplete background in 
materials and limited time to devote to SSC materials 
selection. Most engineering disciplines have standard 
methods, rules-of-thumb, or cookbook approaches to enable an 
partial analysis to produce a quick, yet sound decision. 
Unfortunately, overly simplified SSC material rules-of-thumb 
may either be too "goldplated" and cost prohibitive to 
prudently utilize, or overlook variables vital to successful 
performance. The industry reliance upon, and the title of, 
NACE MR-01-75 often construes a "standard methods" 
misconception that NACE MR-01-75 is some type of procedural 
algorithm, or design standard, which in essence "makes" the 
right decision. Nothing could be further from the truth.
1.3.2.1 NOT A DESIGN STANDARD 
NACE MR-01-75 IS NOT A DESIGN SPECIFICATION STANDARD,x
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NOR IS IT A PROCEDURAL ALGORITHM WHICH GUARANTEES SAFE 
ANSWERS WITHOUT ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT AND OPERATING 
EXPERIENCE. NACE MR-01-75 IS A GUIDELINE TO ASSIST IN 
MAKING AN INFORMED DECISION REGARDING SELECTING METALLIC 
MATERIALS FOR SOUR SERVICE.
Further, the nature of the SSC technology is such that it 
could be dangerous for uninformed users to solicit quick 
answers within a complex subject they have not taken time to 
first understand. SSC technology and NACE MR-01-7 5
requirements are primarily qualitative in nature. Unlike some 
areas of engineering, calculated numbers do not in essence 
"make" the decision outcome readily apparent.
NACE MR-01-75 is intended to be used in several ways. First, 
MR-01-75 supplies framework information which then enables the 
user to eliminate from consideration many alloys that are not 
viable. The more viable alloys can be then be evaluated in 
comprehensive detail using NACE MR-01-75, manufacturer input, 
expert consultation, and within the context of company 
operating practices. The decision regarding WHICH alloy to 
use can therefore be simplified.
Secondly, MR-01-75 can be used to evaluate the CONDITION that
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the alloy must be in for adequate SSC resistance. This 
relates to how the material must be manufactured, heat 
treated, stress relieved, handled and fabricated both at the 
manufacturing facility and within subsequent field operations. 
The user is able to know which processing/handling occurrences 
may inflict increased SSC susceptibility, together with the 
steps to restore SSC resistance.
Third, MR-01-75 can be used to evaluate the limitations and 
suitability of existing material previously installed. SSC 
failures due to changes in operating circumstances or service 
conditions can be avoided through investigation and planning.
1.3.2.2 NOT A GENERAL CORROSION DOCUMENT 
Novice users often assume that NACE MR-01-75 applies to 
prevention of corrosion failures in general. This is a common 
misconception.
COMPLIANCE TO NACE MR-01-75 DOES NOT GUARANTEE FAILURE 
WILL NOT OCCUR DUE TO NON-SSC FORMS OF CORROSION! FORMS 
OF CORROSION OTHER THAN SSC ARE OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF NACE 
MR—01—75.x
NACE MR-01-75 is highly focused upon only the Sulfide Stress
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Cracking form of corrosion. Other forms of corrosion are not 
covered, although the document will occasionally provide 
cautions where certain alloys are known to fail from other 
types of corrosion. NACE MR-01-7 5 does not comprehensively 
cite all potentially serious forms of corrosion on an alloy by 
alloy basis. Further, when NACE does mention other forms of 
corrosion, it does not go ahead to provide the necessary 
guidelines for material selection within non-SSC corrosive 
environments. The user cannot assume that NACE MR-01-75 will 
consistently mention other forms of potentially serious 
corrosion.
1.3.2.3 IS NOT SSC COMPREHENSIVE 
NACE MR-01-75 is not SSC comprehensive. First, NACE MR-01-75 
only applies to metallic materials exposed to a sour 
environment. Most noticeably, pressure sealing elastomers are 
absent.
Second, NACE MR-01-75 does not cover all sour service 
applications. It is deliberately restricted by committee 
agreement to be applicable only where failure by SSC would:
1. Prevent the equipment from being restored to an 
operating condition while continuing to contain 
pressure.1
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2. Compromise the integrity of the pressure containment 
system.1
3. And/or Prevent the basic function of the equipment 
from occurring^
In addition, the following services are excluded from the 
applicability of NACE MR-01-75:
1. Atmospheric and low pressure systems.x
2. Water handling and injection systems.x
3. Sucker rods and subsurface pumps. (Covered by other 
API and NACE specs)x
4. Artificial lift equipment (besides gas lift) is 
outside the scope of NACE MR-01-75.!
Third, NACE MR-01-75 is an evolving document. It should be 
realized that continued evolution can occur only as long as 
industry considers SSC a major problem and funding of SSC 
research continues. The inclusion of new materials into NACE 
MR-01-75 and changes to existing material requirements must be 
presented to the appropriate NACE committee for member review 
and then balloted.
Fourth, close inspection reveals apparent "holes'* in NACE MR- 
01-75 to users which are applications oriented rather than 
alloy chemistry specification oriented. Some NACE users may
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not consider certain subjects and material applications 
adequately delineated. For example, a user focused upon 
applications would find a section which deals directly with 
valves and chokes. However, NACE has nothing direct to say 
about other similar components such as strainers, hinged 
closures etc. The applications oriented user must have a 
11 feel” for NACE use to proceed correctly when the specific 
application of interest is not discussed.
Some SSC issues are not in the document at all. For example, 
wirelines are subject to SSC. Wireline failure certainly 
"prevents the basic function of the equipment from occurring". 
However, because they are not "pressure containing parts", 
wirelines have not been included within the scope of NACE MR- 
01-75. This distinction could be a subtle fine point easily 
overlooked by many users. Novice users tend to view NACE MR- 
01-75 as being the source for SSC information. However, the 
user cannot consider NACE MR-01-75 to be complete in every 
aspect of SSC for oilfield operations.
1.3.3 NACE MR-01-75 IS EVOLVING 
It must be emphasized that NACE MR-01-75 is an evolving 
committee document. New incorporations and refinements take 
considerable effort to implement. First, a "sponsor" is
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required to actively initiate and pursue the actions necessary 
to add to or modify NACE MR-01-75 requirements. Next, 
complete concurrence from the NACE committee membership must 
be developed to support the idea that the proposed amendment 
is both technically valid and legitimately belongs within the 
scope of NACE MR-01-7 5. Omissions and discrepancies will 
continue unless sponsors and enough members believe 
sufficiently in a new subject area, application, or new 
material to support it fully.
NACE MR-01-75 reflects the evolving nature of present SSC 
technology. NACE MR-01-75 also reflects the dynamics of human 
"committee” interaction. The user should not assume that 
issues which are not delineated are either insignificant or 
totally off limits.
1.3.4 THE USER MUST BE INFORMED 
To use NACE MR-01-75 properly, the user must learn the 
fundamentals of SSC, basic metallurgy, and heat treatment 
techniques. The NACE user should also be aware of SSC issues 
that go beyond the scope of NACE MR-01-75. Lastly, there are 
significant subtleties behind certain aspects of the NACE MR- 
01-75 document which can alter the way one interprets some of 
the NACE clauses.
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The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) has been 
developed to assist "NACE novice" users when faced with 
applying SSC technology and NACE MR-01-75 requirements. The 
SSC-EA has an extensive tutorial section to help educate the 
user on SSC fundamentals, basic metallurgy concepts, and heat 
treatment terminology. Expert information and cautions have 
been incorporated into the SSC-EA regarding some of the more 
significant subtleties to using NACE MR-01-75. It is intended 
that the user eventually become skilled enough so the user can 
go directly to NACE MR-01-75 and outgrow reliance upon the 
SSC-EA.
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1.4 SUBTLETIES BEHIND USING NACE MR-01-75
This section will discuss several issues concerning Sulfide 
Stress Cracking (SSC), NACE MR-01-75, and background 
information necessary for the user to prudently apply SSC 
technology. Primary focus is upon key issues not sufficiently 
highlighted or delineated within the NACE MR-01-7 5 text.
1.4.1 CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS (NONFERROUS ALLOYS)
The industry has found that certain nonferrous based alloys 
are able to achieve much greater strength and hardness while 
maintaining SSC resistance and affording excellent overall 
corrosion resistance. Typically, these nonferrous alloys are 
nickel, cobalt, tantalum, or titanium based. Initial cost is 
very expensive compared to many steels due to the large 
content of expensive base metal. Their hallmark is a 
combination of excellent mechanical properties, SSC 
resistance, and low rates of uniform weight loss and pitting 
corrosion. The industry generally uses the term Corrosion 
Resistant Allovs (CRAs) to refer to these nonferrous alloys. 
CRAs tend to be reserved for extremely hostile producing 
environments where ferrous based alloys are not practical to 
use.
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1.4.2 HOW TO HANDLE NONFERROUS ALLOYS?
The original focus of SSC technology was upon carbon steel, 
low alloy steel, and certain types of stainless steel. This 
focus upon ferrous alloys was logical since the industry was 
attempting to extend use of these familiar alloys to hostile 
sour environments. Development of nonferrous alloys for 
combined SSC resistance, high strength, and general corrosion 
resistance increased as the limitations of ferrous alloys 
became obvious. However, there was and still is controversy 
among the NACE members regarding just how to properly handle 
inclusion of nonferrous SSC technology. The debate centered 
around whether to keep NACE MR-01-75 highly focused and 
compact by just covering ferrous alloys, or expanding the 
document for full inclusion of nonferrous alloy SSC 
technology. To this day, there continues to be considerable 
disagreement among the committee members regarding just how 
extensively the NACE MR-01-75 "scope” should be broadened to 
include coverage of nonferrous alloys! Some believe 
nonferrous alloys should be treated separately from the NACE 
MR-01-75 document.
Human dynamics associated with large committee actions are 
marked by subtle compromises and partial inclusion of debated 
propositions. Nonferrous alloys have been included into NACE
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MR-01-7 5, but they have not been fully integrated into the 
document in a technically complete manner. The affect of 
elevated temperatures upon maximum SSC susceptibility for 
nonferrous alloys is not fully delineated within NACE MR-01- 
75. This nonferrous temperature issue will be further 
discussed later. Competitive influences within the industry 
have probably played a large part in limiting information on 
nonferrous alloys. Certain large major oil companies have 
invested large sums of money pursuing research on exotic 
nonferrous alloys. Their knowledge bank on metallurgy can 
mean the difference between an economically successful or 
dismal development of very sour, corrosive reservoirs. 
Obvious ramifications multiply into lease bidding strategies 
and the desire to recover their investment by "selling" the 
results of their research. Competitive forces may impel some 
to release only that information which is necessary when going 
to the NACE public forum with technical papers, submittals or 
balloting requests.
Until recently, companies could internally "self qualify" use 
of alloys without going the public route via NACE committee 
balloting. Crucial proprietary information could be shrewdly 
protected. Increasingly, however, the definition of what 
constitutes compliance to NACE MR-01-75 is being mandated by
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government agencies (Texas Railroad Commission and Federal 
Minerals Management Service). These agencies increasingly do 
not accept self qualification of alloys. Alloys must be 
approved by NACE MR-01-7 5 prior to use.
1.4.3 FOCUSED UPON AMBIENT TEMPERATURES 
As previously stated, the original focus of NACE MR-01-75 was 
to cover safe use of the metal alloys the petroleum industry 
is economically inclined to favor in sour environments—  
ferrous alloys (steel and stainless steel). Research had 
indicated that ferrous alloys reached maximum SSC 
susceptibility at ambient temperatures (30°F to 150°F). 
Consequently, the original NACE MR-01-75 had the underlying 
assumption that the document was to focus upon use of alloys 
at ambient temperature. By exception, if alloys were safe to 
use at ambient temperature, they would be even more resistance 
to SSC at elevated or reduced temperatures.
NACE MR-01-75 still is focused upon sour service at ambient 
temperatures (30°F to 150°). It is broadly true that maximum 
SSC susceptibility for ferrous based alloys occurs at ambient 
temperature. However, some nonferrous alloys experience 
maximum SSC susceptibility at temperatures higher than 
ambient.5 It should be pointed out that most researchers do
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not consider high temperature H2S cracking of nonferrous 
metals to be purely a SSC mechanism. Characteristics typical 
of both SSC and Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) are often 
present. Therefore, an additional distinction has been made 
to refer to high temperature H2S cracking of nonferrous alloys 
as "environmental cracking". This technical distinction is 
not emphasized strongly enough within NACE MR-01-7 5. 
Obviously, this can lead to serious failures if a novice user 
unknowingly uses a nonferrous alloy in a temperature range 
where SSC susceptibility is thought safe, but may be 
dangerously high.
Ironically, use of nonferrous alloys (CRAs) are most 
frequently considered for aggressive wellbore environments 
where temperatures can markedly increase above ambient. 
Wellbore tubulars often impose a combination of criteria 
highly suited for CRAs due to the desire for greater strength, 
reduced wall thickness, reduced weight, and general corrosion 
resistance at high temperatures in an very corrosive 
environment. However, NACE MR-01-75 can not be relied upon to 
clearly indicate whether the nonferrous CRA being considered 
will experience increased environmental cracking (SSC and SCC) 
susceptibility as temperatures increase.
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Some of the nonferrous alloys cited within NACE MR-01-75 have 
specified restrictions concerning use at non ambient 
temperatures. The problem is that the nonferrous temperature 
issue is not systematically clarified for every nonferrous 
alloy cited within NACE MR-01-75. Unfortunately, the past 
assumption behind NACE MR-01-75 towards focusing upon ambient 
temperatures has not been updated to account for nonferrous 
characteristics. The result is a serious self-perpetrating 
omission of important temperature limitation data for 
nonferrous alloys.
The prudent noii-expert user of NACE MR-01-75 must consult with 
an experienced metallurgist when considering nonferrous alloys 
at elevated temperatures. Even so, one must question whether 
the metallurgist will be able to completely remember and 
distill the salient points from the diverse library of 
information which the industry has failed to consolidate 
within MR-01-75. Caution must be used when attempting to 
specify nonferrous alloys for service at elevated temperature.
1.4.4 NACE ALLOYS WITH POOR PERFORMANCE 
Unfortunately, time can sometimes reveal shortcomings which 
are not apparent when early decisions are based upon 
laboratory data or limited field use. Further, some material
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limitations may become readily apparent only after a certain 
amount of exposure time or experience. Certain NACE MR-01-7 5 
approved alloys have demonstrated over time that they cannot 
be fully trusted in sour service applications. Often it has 
become apparent that these alloys are much more sensitive to 
subtle changes in some type of environmental or application 
variation. However, the NACE MR-01-75 document does not 
adequately flag or caution the user about these alloys.
Specifically, Monel K-500 (nonferrous alloy) has a record of 
numerous failures7 when highly stressed— even when the NACE 
hardness levels are met! In retrospect, hardness alone does 
not indicate the full potential for SSC susceptibility. 
Obviously, this material should be used with great caution 
since it works fine in some sour environments but not others.
Inconel X-750 (nonferrous alloy) also has a track record of 
numerous failures and is never used in practice. However, 
NACE MR-01-75 doesn't adequately flag this point nor caution 
of its ticklish sensitivity to SSC. Other alloys of 
questionable resistance are 17-4 PH stainless steel and type 
410 martensitic stainless steel.
In short, some alloys are better selections than others simply
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because of qualitative factors such as overall sensitivity to 
subtle variations in environment or application. NACE MR-01- 
75 does not adequately encompass these gray qualitative 
issues.
People and committees in general often have a difficult time 
dealing with qualitative issues. This is an essential point 
as to why NACE MR-01-7 5 is only a guideline, not a design 
specification. Further, the qualitative distinctions and 
economic issues which ultimately come into play for selecting 
the "best" alloy choice are absent from NACE. There is a high 
degree of subjectivity when quantitative science gives way to 
qualitative judgement.
1.4.5 GRAY SPECIFICATIONS 
Alloy specifications acceptable for sour service use are cited 
within NACE MR-01-75. By exception, alloy specifications not 
listed would normally be considered inappropriate for sour 
service applications. However, an informed user knows that 
NACE MR-01-75 strives for brevity, and is not a comprehensive 
listing of literally all specifications which in fact comply 
with the specific NACE requirements. Some individuals will 
accept use of alloy specifications not specifically cited 
within NACE MR-01-75 when the alloy chemistry and
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manufacturing processes can be matched to a MR-01-75 approved 
specification. This may seem in error to the novice user. 
This thesis will refer to these as "gray specifications".
The primary focus of NACE MR-01-7 5 is upon alloy chemistry and 
metallurgy considerations. UNS, AISI, AMS and SAE
specifications3 are in essence alloy chemistry
specifications. The end use of the alloy is of no real 
consequence. In contrast, the primary focus of many ASTM and 
API specifications3 is in essence more of an end use material 
specification. Alloy chemistry often encompasses a broad 
selection of acceptable alloys. For example, ASTM will make 
fine distinctions between tubing and pipe for slightly 
different applications (high temperature heat exchanger tubes 
vs moderate temperature heat exchanger tubes). A single ASTM 
"end use" specification may cite a wide variety of alloy 
grades in order to achieve all the acceptable options for a 
given classification of material end use. Consequently, the 
part of the complete ASTM specification which describes the 
material grade is often the more important part of the overall
3 UNS: Unified Numbering System.
AISI: American Iron and Steel Institute.
AMS: Aerospace Material Specification.
SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers.
ASTM: American Society for Testing Materials.
API: American Petroleum Institute.
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specification for determination of NACE MR-01-75 
acceptability.
The gas processing industry routinely uses certain ASTM 
stainless steel specifications for use in sour service 
facilities which are not cited within NACE MR-01-7 5. However, 
the complete designation for these ASTM stainless 
specifications includes an AISI stainless steel material 
grade. The AISI grade of stainless steel is cited by NACE MR- 
01-75 as being acceptable. The ASTM specification essentially 
is an applications oriented "master” specification which in 
turn specifies alloy chemistry by using the material 
designation most common within industry (AISI) . In this case, 
the alloy chemistry is an AISI stainless steel to be also 
manufactured, installed, and applied according to the 
additional requirements cited within the "master" ASTM 
specification.
The concept of linking gray specifications to a specific NACE 
MR-01-75 cited specification is used by industry. However, 
the user must adopt greater sophistication to verify and 
assure that NACE MR-01-75 requirements have been uniformly 
achieved. Specifically, the user must be certain to verify 
that:
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1. Alloy chemistry is identical to a specification
cited by NACE MR-01-75.
2. Nothing in the body of the gray specification
conflicts with NACE MR-01-75 requirements.
3. NACE MR-01-75 requirements for the specific material 
grade are also stipulated by the gray specification, 
or if not specified, followed exactly.
4. The user may want to specify hardness and SSC
resistance testing to further verify that NACE MR-
01-75 compliance has been obtained.
1.4.6 SHIFTING TOWARDS APPLICATIONS 
The petroleum and/or operations engineer familiar with 
oilfield practice is able to relate to equipment, components, 
facilities, and end use applications better than purely 
references to metallurgy and material specifications. Non­
experts frequently have trouble integrating overall knowledge 
to cross-associate an ASTM material specification with several 
metallurgical provisions (e.g. hardness and heat treatment), 
together with the pertinent fabrication provisions (e.g. 
welding) to be used for a specific end use application (e.g. 
a wellhead).
Truly, NACE MR-01-75 can be kept considerably leaner by
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limiting specific requirements for end use application. 
Further, it would be a complex task to make sure all 
variations and permutations found within oilfield equipment 
are fully accounted for with all requirements uniquely 
stipulated. Numerous redundancy would result in repeating the 
same common requirements for the endless types of oilfield 
applications.
The foregoing describes the debate within NACE MR-01-75 
committee membership regarding emphasis upon delineating 
metallurgy and alloy specifications or focusing more upon 
specific end use applications. Novice users to NACE MR-01-75 
may observe that the requirements for end use applications are 
fragmented, and apparently incomplete. The complexities 
associated with emphasis upon end use applications is the 
primary reason why NACE MR-01-75 appears to be somewhat 
fragmented and incomplete. Once again, the document is still 
evolving. The future trend is to incorporate more information 
on specific requirements for end use applications.
1.4.7 NACE IS A COMMITTEE DOCUMENT 
The previous discussions emphasize that NACE MR-01-75 is a 
committee document and not truly a scientific document. It 
reflects the dynamics of group human interaction. The lack of
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rigorous technical detail in certain important aspects of SSC 
can be considered the inevitable result of pursuing 
generalized compromise to gain acceptance while trying to 
reinforce the greater common goal of developing a workable 
document. The key point is that the novice user should not 
consider NACE MR-01-75 a perfect document with comprehensive 
safeguards to best assure that the most novice of users will 
not make some kind of mistake. NACE MR-01-75 is a guideline. 
not a procedure, not a design standard, nor a code that 
replaces thinking. Selection of SSC resistant material 
requires both user judgement and the experienced based 
guidelines contained within NACE MR-01-75.
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1.5 ISSUES CONFRONTING NACE MR-01-75
Currently, there are significant non-technical issues which 
affect the NACE MR-01-75 document. First, the issue of 
mandatory compliance required by certain government agencies 
is presently changing the latitude companies have in utilizing 
NACE. Secondly, the increasingly international character of 
the petroleum industry could likely alter the manner in which 
the NACE MR-01-75 evolves in the future and inflict limits on 
worldwide adherence to the document.
1.5.1 BACKGROUND ON AMERICAN STANDARDS 
NACE MR-01-75 is essentially an document developed primarily 
through the experiences of the North American petroleum 
industry. North American industry codes, standards, and 
recommended practices have usually been the result of 
professional "self-regulation1* rather than government mandated 
actions. Government has often actively encouraged document 
development. Sometimes government agencies have subsequently 
made compliance mandatory after the documents are deemed 
useful and competent.
American industry codes and standards have classically sought 
a balance between rigorous engineering practice and
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simplification in order that they can be utilized by non­
experts in a relatively productive and cost effective manner. 
Further, the committees which author the American documents 
are usually made up of representatives from both industry end 
users and the manufacturing supply sector. A broad pluralism 
in committee membership tends to result in documents which 
primarily emphasize guidelines intended to prudently focus 
analysis, yet enable multiple solution outcomes. American 
documents are often positioned somewhere between rigid rules 
with single solutions, and an overly rigorous technical 
analysis which can amount to repetitive grassroots re­
engineering.
1.5.2 SSC, NACE, NON-U.S. INDUSTRY 
American industry codes and standards have dominated the 
petroleum industry in the past because American petroleum 
companies have had a large role within the international 
arena. However, Europe now has a vibrant internal petroleum 
production industry which is increasingly being Europeanized 
by a number of factors, especially the upcoming European 
Community in 1992. Europe presently complies with the 
technical spirit of NACE MR-01-75, but they do not necessarily 
comply with the letter of the specifics.
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Many European technocrats view American industry codes and 
standards as not being technically sophisticated enough, nor 
sufficiently rigorous for Europe's producing environment and 
safety concerns. Continued North Sea accidents reinforce this 
idea. The comment is made that manufacturers, in concert with 
cost driven end users, overly simplify and water down U.S. 
codes and standards. This can effectively eliminate 
requirements which are considered prudently stringent from the 
European technocrat perspective. Europe has developed some 
initial codes and standards to supersede American documents. 
The trend will certainly continue, especially in view of 
continued petroleum accidents and the reawakening of 
continental Europe due to the "EC *92" momentum. NACE MR-01- 
75 may suffer a reduced exclusivity and stature within the 
world when and if a European equivalent develops.
The bottom line is that SSC can have serious consequences. 
U.S. industry must voluntary eliminate the obvious weaknesses 
within NACE MR-01-75, or the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) will likely produce a more costly, 
stringent alternative. Tunnel vision and the difficulty of 
improving MR-01-75 through committee dynamics could become 
costly to the international petroleum industry.
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1.5.3 DOMESTIC U.S. MANDATORY COMPLIANCE 
As previously noted, SSC can have very serious consequences. 
Eventually, U.S. government agencies often make industry codes 
and standards mandatory when overall industry acceptance 
indicates the documents have the technical credibility to be 
considered "best available technology" (BAT). Government 
agencies often seek industry BAT for alleviating safety or 
environmental problems of direct concern to government 
regulators. This has directly occurred with NACE MR-01-75. 
Compliance to NACE MR-01-75 has been mandatory in Texas since 
1976 due to actions by the Texas Railroad Commission. 
Further, the Federal Minerals Management Service (MMS) has 
made compliance mandatory in Federal offshore waters.
Legal liability essentially makes compliance to NACE MR-01-75 
mandatory in all areas of the U.S. Most areas of the U.S. are 
not subject to the same type of direct government agency 
oversight and forced compliance as in Texas and Federal 
offshore waters. However, the legal system and government 
agencies concerned with safety become actively involved when 
loss of life, injury or significant property damage result 
from SSC accidents. Lack of adherence to "industry standard 
practice" can be judged as negligence within a court of law. 
Further, inconsistent adherence to NACE MR-01-75 demonstrates
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willful disregard for practice known to be prudent, and can 
result in very costly criminal negligence judgements.
1.5.3.1 SELF QUALIFICATION OF ALLOYS 
The accident by the Exxon Valdez in March 1989 has apparently 
further stiffened the government-industry atmosphere of what 
constitutes compliance to NACE MR-01-75. NACE MR-01-75 has 
provisions to enable companies to self qualify use of alloy 
specification not officially incorporated into NACE MR-01-75. 
Minerals Management Service (MMS) at one time accepted 
representations by oil companies which indicated that results 
from internal research and development demonstrated that new 
alloys were satisfactory. Increasingly, government regulators 
are taking a more rigid approach by not allowing use of self 
qualified materials. The evolving attitude of some government 
agencies is to let the private sector prove SSC acceptability 
via the NACE MR-01-75 industry forum. Specifically, MMS is 
now requiring operators to go through the NACE balloting 
process to officially incorporate materials before the alloys 
may be used for sour service. This can create a tremendous 
time and cost penalty to an operating company since the time 
to process ballots is a minimum of one year and often longer.
The insistence by the government to make the industry forum
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work completely could be of great assistance in eliminating 
some of the alloy omissions which have become obvious. For 
example, the 1990 edition of MR-01-75 does not officially cite 
API 5CT C—90 tubulars as being acceptable for sour service use 
in spite of the fact that industry has been using C-90 in sour 
service for years! Nobody took on the burden to get C-90 
officially incorporated. Now, C-90 and other less renown 
materials must be made official before use in some 
jurisdictions. Hopefully, this will bring forth additional 
materials some companies have successfully used.
1.5.4 AN OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPROVEMENT 
The domestic industry can no longer afford to consider all 
internal technical information as highly proprietary and 
confidential. Issues with pronounced safety and environmental 
protection ramifications should be made public via 
professional societies or industry symposia. The industry 
cannot afford the public consequences of dramatic accidents. 
Cost pressures demand that all operators act in a prudent and 
fully informed manner. It is in the industry's best long term 
interest if all SSC technology would be made available in a 
timely manner via the technically refereed forum of the NACE 
MR-01-75 membership.
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Lastly, the mandatory use of NACE MR-01-7 5 imposed by 
government, in concert with provisions against self 
qualification of alloys presents a technological opportunity 
for numerous smaller companies. These companies could gain 
access to crucial aspects of the best emerging SSC technology 
if they insist upon full technical disclosure as a 
precondition to successful NACE balloting. These mechanisms 
could be the very force required to propel the industry 
membership into rounding out NACE MR-01-75 to make it more 
comprehensive and less prone towards non-expert surprises.
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2.0 WHY AN EXPERT ADVISOR ON SSC AND NACE MR-01-75
Why develop a computerized expert advisor for Sulfide Stress 
Cracking (SSC) technology, and NACE MR-01-75 specifically? 
The essential reason is that SSC technology and informed use 
of NACE MR-01-75 is a complex issue facing the non- 
metal lurgical engineer. Direct interaction with a
knowledgeable expert is the best way to learn both the 
potential pitfalls and how to effectively utilize NACE MR-01- 
75. Capturing expert knowledge within a computerized expert 
advisor to enable interactive "consultation sessions” is a 
viable method to integrate NACE MR-01-75 requirements with an 
expert knowledge base.
Oilfield materials selection in general can be a very complex 
process, with many gray areas, options, and subtle ways to 
make a selection with subsequent hidden flaws. Further, 
materials selection can be a very costly component of 
developing and operating an oilfield, especially if subsequent 
failures occur due to misapplication. The presence of sour 
environments (H2S) further complicates the issue by 
restricting alloy selection and imposing less tolerance for 
many manufacturing, fabrication, and/or field handling 
problems. Essentially, any step of the materials process
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could trigger a materials failure if not properly controlled.
The average engineer, when faced with the challenge of sour 
service materials selection, may easily develop misconceptions 
or become confused on key topics if only relying upon the 
rather spartan discussion contained within many NACE MR-01-7 5 
topics. The high cost of some SSC resistant materials, 
together with the consequences of material failure, make it 
imperative that the petroleum professionals do an effective 
job selecting sour service materials.
2.1 NACE MR—01—75 IS NOT NOVICE FRIENDLY 
NACE MR-01-75 is primarily focused at individuals already 
partially knowledgeable in SSC technology. The document 
assumes that the user has some working knowledge of metallurgy 
fundamentals and is familiar with key SSC issues. Therefore, 
NACE MR-01-75 does not fully elaborate upon the technology, 
concepts, nor provide the overall perspective which is 
foundational to the requirements cited. Pertinent general 
background which helps put issues into intelligent focus are 
often absent. NACE MR-01-75 is not a tutorial for educating 
novices unfamiliar with SSC and NACE. One does not have to be 
an expert to effectively utilize the document, but certainly 
the individual should be reasonably informed for effective
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use.
The aim of the expert advisor is to impart enough additional 
information so a SSC/NACE MR-01-75 novice can gain an initial 
threshold of knowledge to enable continued evolution into an 
informed professional. A professional should know why as well 
as what to do.
The obvious retort is why not read a few engineering papers or 
books upon the subject instead of utilize a computerized 
expert advisor? First, comprehensive technical references to 
supplement NACE MR-01-75 are frequently too narrowly focused, 
outdated, not easily found, and often add confusion due to 
differing terminologies. Books and papers on the subject tend 
to drift off into esoteric areas of scientific research rather 
than presenting engineering concepts that are of value to the 
practicing engineer.
Secondly, what better way to learn SSC and NACE MR-01-75 than 
through integrating specific NACE requirements with 
interactive expert comments and editorial.
To date, the industry does not have a Practical Handbook for 
Using NACE MR-01-75 which duplicates the purpose of similar
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books written for the National Electric Code or the Uniform 
Building Code. The SSC-EA can be considered a type of 
"practical handbook" for NACE MR-01-75.
Interaction with an expert's knowledge is the best way to 
develop SSC and NACE MR-01-75 fundamentals.
2.2 NACE MR-01-75 IS NOT SSC COMPREHENSIVE 
What if a novice NACE MR-01-75 user doesn't have the time nor 
interest to become an informed professional? Quick answers 
are all that is sought and required. Unfortunately, NACE MR- 
01-75 is not uniformly comprehensive in some rather important 
areas. The content of NACE MR-01-75 reflects what the 
majority of committee members believe to be only the absolute 
necessary requirements. Relevant observations and expert 
wisdom are often excluded for a variety of reasons. Further, 
MR-01-75 doesn't adequately highlight these omissions so the 
casual user is fully cautioned. Ideally, the user should be 
cautioned on key aspects where the experience of an expert 
could decisively improve the use of NACE MR-01-75.
2.3 SUMMARIZED NACE MR-01-75 CAUTIONS 
The following points have been discussed elsewhere in this 
thesis. They are summarized again to provide perspective on
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why NACE MR-01-75 cannot be considered SSC comprehensive. The 
NACE MR-01-75 cautions also illustrate why expert advisor 
amplifications could be of value.
1. NACE MR-01-75 only covers SSC. Other types of 
corrosion are outside the scope of MR-01-75.
2. Primary emphasis has historically been ferrous based 
alloys operating at ambient temperature (30°F to 
150 °F).
3. Presently focused primarily upon use of alloys in a 
sour environment at ambient temperature (30°F to 
150°F). This happens to be the temperature region 
of maximum SSC for ferrous based alloys. This is 
not uniformly true for nonferrous based alloys. MR- 
01-75 does not consistently warn the user of reduced 
resistance to cracking for nonferrous alloys 
operating at elevated temperatures!
4. Some alloy selections are better that others. 
Certain alloys cited within NACE MR-01-75 have 
proved over the years to be sensitive to subtle 
variations which can cause SSC (Inconel X-750 and 
Monel K-500) . NACE does not adequately flag alloys 
that experience users know to avoid or use with 
caution.
5. Gray area specifications. Some material
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specifications actually comprise both a "material 
end use specification" and an "alloy grade 
specification" (chemistry). Many ASTM material 
specifications which are not specifically cited 
within NACE are used because the specific alloy 
grade (chemistry) is approved by NACE.
6. NACE MR-01-75 is an evolving committee document 
which has changing emphasis over time.
2.4 WHY AN EXPERT ADVISOR PROGRAM?
Sour service materials selection technology is complex. NACE 
MR-01-75 is the primary document used by industry to help 
select alloys for sour service. However, NACE is only a 
guideline. As such, guidelines have to be interpreted. 
Intelligent interpretation requires a degree of knowledge in 
pertinent issues to assess tradeoffs, implications, overall 
risk, and crucial sensitivities. NACE MR-01-75 does not 
impart sufficient SSC or metallurgical background to enable a 
novice user to prudently use the document. Additional 
tutoring is required. An expert advisor program could provide 
additional tutorial information.
A type of computer programming known as expert systems has 
been developed which can be made to represent expert
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knowledge. The connotation of an "expert system" has come to 
mean answering specific questions so the computer can provide 
a specific expert answer. However, a brief, single answer 
does not fit the overall character of SSC and materials 
selection in general. Further, quick answers ultimately do a 
disservice to professionals. Computer technology presents 
the opportunity to foster a broader understanding of complex 
issues. The knowledge should be transferred to the user and 
not left within the computer program.
A primary goal for the software would be to inform and develop 
judgement rather than purely give "the answer". Consequently, 
the term expert advisor would better describe the manner in 
which expert knowledge would be presented to the end-user. 
The program would advise upon SSC technology and downplay data 
in, data out answers only.
NACE MR-01-75 has significant subtleties which impact how one 
would fully interpret NACE. Some pertinent issues have been 
omitted or are not adequately flagged with caution. Further, 
interpretation will sometimes change if one knows some of the 
larger issues behind the document. Expert help is a must. An 
expert advisor computer program should contain numerous 
cautions, amplifications, and tips which would help the user
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better utilize SSC technology.
Lastly, one of the more frequent uses of NACE MR-01-7 5 is to 
assess the full requirements when using a specific alloy 
specification, in a given application, with specific 
manufacturing process or fabrication alterations performed 
upon the alloy. The NACE MR-01-75 document itself does not 
have a way to "force" the user to consecutively consider all 
SSC requirements in a checklist type fashion. An alloy 
evaluation expert system could systematically ask the user 
specific questions and in response enumerate the NACE MR-01-75 
requirements associated with the user's response. An alloy 
evaluation expert system would be a key feature designed to 
improve the productivity of using NACE MR-01-75. It would 
impose consistency by forcing the evaluator to consider topics 
not subject to happenstance human recall and diverse 
integration. The chances of easily overlooked topics would be 
minimized.
2.5 EXPECTED BENEFITS FROM THE PROGRAM 
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) has been 
developed as a first step towards meeting the expectations 
cited above. Interactive exposure to the computerized expert 
advisor will help develop a sharpened engineering judgement on
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SSC, NACE MR-01-75, and the factors that influence sour 
service alloy selection. It is intended that the user 
eventually becomes comfortable and skilled enough with SSC 
technology and NACE MR-01-7 5 that use of the computer program 
tapers off and is replaced with direct use of the NACE 
document.
2.6 SHELF LIFE OF THE EXPERT ADVISOR 
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) is based 
upon the 1990 edition of NACE MR-01-75. Consequently, it will 
have a limited shelf life and become outdated unless 
periodically updated to reflect changes in NACE MR-01-75. The 
user is cautioned to refer to the latest edition of NACE MR- 
01-75.
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3.0 SSC-EA PROGRAM 
3.1 GENERAL
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) has been 
programmed to offer consistent screen formats and be easy to 
manipulate. The intent has been to simplify use of the system 
by avoiding use of cryptic computer commands through extensive 
use of English driven menus. Modular programming was utilized 
to breakdown the system into smaller more manageable parts. 
Chaining among modules is automatically invoked when the user 
selects the English key words associated with the topics 
located within a different module.
3.2 BACKGROUND ON PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
An extensive literature search was conducted in the early 
stages into both corrosion in general and the emergence of SSC 
technology. However, essentially none of the information was 
directly utilized within the SSC-EA due to the subsequent 
strict focus upon NACE MR-01-75 requirements and the fact that 
industry technical literature rarely contains enough correct 
and consolidated information to be of current value.
Industry literature reflects the evolution of SSC technology, 
theories, observed phenomenon and tends to become dated,
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incomplete and factually fragmented as time passes. NACE MR- 
01-75 represents one of the best overall consolidations of 
industry literature to date. However, the focus is primarily 
upon SSC requirements and not necessarily the scientific 
justification as to why and how.
General metallurgy, corrosion, and heat treatment concepts 
utilized within the SSC-EA are the result of distilling widely 
accepted informational facts to attempt a simplified 
explanation for users who are not a metallurgist. All 
explanations had to be compressed into outline format to fit 
within the confines of computer screens and the likely span of 
attention for most users.
3.3 FINAL FORM OF THE SSC-EA PROGRAM 
The SSC-EA program was developed by primarily utilizing the 
information contained within NACE MR-01-75, 1990 edition, into 
the format required by a production rules expert system shell. 
Expert comment input came from three primary sources:
1. Expert NACE input from Bruce Craig, PhD in 
metallurgy and member of T-1F committee that 
oversees NACE MR-01-75.
2. Knowledge gained from digesting general readings on 
SSC, metallurgy and corrosion.
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3. Knowledge derived from integrating Dr. Craig's
comments and NACE MR-01-75 requirements, together 
with the perspective developed from study of SSC and 
corrosion in general.
3.4 CAPABILITIES OF THE SSC-EA PROGRAM 
SSC corrosion and metallurgy is a complex and interrelated 
subject. It can be simplified only so far before there is 
risk of causing misconceptions and errors in judgement within 
a professional newly exposed to the subject matter. 
Ultimately, professionals should strive to understand the 
important sensitivities of the subject themselves rather than 
looking for quick answers from computer based software. 
Therefore, the guiding philosophy behind the SSC-EA program is 
as follows:
1. Assist the user with learning more about SSC and 
NACE MR-01-75 in an interactive and interesting 
manner.
2. Assist in providing a series of SSC answers in a 
more complete and productive manner than NACE alone 
provides.
3. Help evolve a novice NACE MR-01-75 user into a 
professional comfortable enough with the overall SSC 
issue that direct use of NACE MR-01-75 becomes
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informed and routine.
The resulting SSC-EA capabilities are divided into the 
following three primary subsystems:
1. SSC tutorial expert advisor: All NACE MR-01-75
requirements are cited and annotated with expert 
advisor comments, tips, and elaboration. Expert 
advisor comments provide the user with the help of 
an expert tutor. NACE requirements integrated with 
expert comments provide a better overall 
communication than purely citing NACE requirements. 
The goal is to provide both immediate information 
and long term education.
2. SSC allov evaluation expert system: The user is 
able to select any of the alloys specified by NACE 
MR-01-75 and then proceed with an in depth, 
systematic evaluation of NACE requirements 
associated with the metallurgy, fabrication, and 
final end use the user intends. The system enables 
a quick review of SSC requirements for a given alloy 
specification. Checklist type format forces
the user to consider ramifications for both obvious 
and subtle metallurgy, fabrication, and end use 
application variables.
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3. SSC general survey; This is an expert system 
session which enables review of the general NACE 
requirements without specifying an exact alloy 
specification. A more experienced NACE user is able 
to quickly scan NACE requirements for a given topic 
without the expert system 11 filtering" out clauses 
which pertain only to specific alloy specifications. 
The general survey is the best option for general 
review and planning.
3.5 SSC-EA PROGRAM KNOWLEDGE BASES 
NACE MR-01-75 requirements and expert comments are programmed 
into ASCII text files known as knowledge bases. Knowledge 
bases are written using an "IF-THEN-ELSE" rule structure. The 
IF-THEN-ELSE rule structure is a technique for representing 
human expert logic. In essence, the logic structure is "IF" 
something is true, "THEN" a goal also becomes true, which in 
turn causes a sequence of expert recommendations to follow. 
IF-THEN-ELSE structures are known as production rules. 
Production rules are the very essence of what distinguishes 
expert system logic from artificial intelligence (AI) in 
general.
The overall SSC-EA knowledge base has been broken down into
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many sub-knowledge base modules to simplify program 
development and file maintenance. The overall SSC-EA system 
consists of just over 70 separate knowledge base modules. 
Module organization generally conforms to distinct sections, 
alloy categories, and alloy specification tables cited within 
NACE MR-01-75. For example, NACE MR-01-75 section 5 
requirements on fabrication can be found within a "tutorial” 
knowledge base with the filename ”NA_FABR.KBS". The program 
files use the "KBS" or "KMP" file suffix to distinguish a 
knowledge base written specifically for the VP-Expert language 
syntax. The KMP files are compiled versions of KBS files.
3.6 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM MODULES 
The SSC-EA program was written using an expert system shell by 
the name of VP-Expert. VP-Expert is discussed in more detail 
within section 4 of this thesis. All the SSC-EA program file 
modules are located within one of the following three DOS file 
directories (also reference Appendix B):
1. SSC: The parent directory. Contains SSC-EA entry
module and the VP-Expert program files.
2. SSCALLOY: A subdirectory to SSC. Contains SSC-EA
knowledge base module files associated with the
alloy evaluation and general survey expert system.
3* SSCTUTOR: A subdirectory of SSC. Contains SSC-EA
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knowledge base module files associated with the NACE 
MR-01-75 tutorial expert advisor.
Appendix C and D provide block diagrams (SSC-EA Program
Modules) which detail the overall organization of the 
knowledge base modules and indicates primary flow control 
between related modules (chaining between modules).
3.7 COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The SSC-EA was developed using VP-Expert as the expert system 
shell. VP-Expert and the SSC-EA have the following computer 
hardware requirements:
1. IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and compatible computers
2. 512K RAM, and DOS version 2.x or 3.x
3. At least one High Density 5-1/4” floppy drive or one 
3-1/2” High Density floppy drive.
Hard disk installation is essentially mandatory.
4. Strongly suggest use on an EGA or VGA color monitor 
to take advantage of color screens.
3.8 DISCLAIMER ON USE OF THE SSC-EA SOFTWARE 
The developers of this software and Colorado School of Mines 
make no representation, warranty, or guarantee in connection 
with the SSC-EA program and hereby expressly disclaims any
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liability or responsibility for loss or damage resulting from 
its use, for any violation of any federal, state or municipal 
regulation with which the software may conflict, or for the 
infringement of any patent resulting from use of the software.
The software user accepts all responsibility for the 
implications of using the SSC-EA software. No express or 
implied warrantee is made for the accuracy or completeness of 
the software.
3.9 INSTALLATION TO HARD DISK 
The SSC-EA knowledge base files and VP-Expert program files 
are distributed over several floppy disks. Each disk contains 
an "INSTALL” file to automatically create the necessary SSC-EA 
directories and install the files within the appropriate 
directories. "INSTALLA" is used to load files from the A 
drive floppy to the C drive hard disk. "INSTALLS” loads files 
from the B drive floppy to the C drive hard disk.
3.10 ORGANIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE BASE FILES 
Appendix B (DOS directories and files) provides a listing of 
the DOS file directories and the associated knowledge base 
files required to operate the complete system.
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3.11 STARTING THE SSC-EA PROGRAM 
Change into the "SSC" directory, type "STARTUP!" and press the 
"ENTER" key. The "STARTUP!" batch file automatically loads 
the necessary files into memory and provides on screen 
instructions to enable the user to enter the SSC-EA program. 
Once the user is within the SSC-EA program, the flow control 
between topics and modules is implemented by selection from 
user friendly menus. The primary program choice is between 
the NACE tutorial expert advisor. SSC allov evaluation expert 
system, and the SSC general survey expert system.
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4.0 EXPERT SYSTEMS SOFTWARE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) was 
developed using release 2.1 of VP-Expert. Alternate types and 
brands of Expert System (ES) software shells were investigated 
at two different points during the development of the SSC-EA. 
The results of the investigation were not encouraging. 
Basically, the state of affordable expert system software 
shells has been a mess. However, there are several new ES 
software packages which promise significant improvements.
VP-Expert was not actually chosen. It was viewed as the 
lesser of evils. Further, it offered an expedient bridge 
between the development of the Waterflood Expert System 
(WAFLES thesis, developed by Brad Wiest during 1989)8 and the 
SSC-EA. Both systems used VP-Expert and originally were based 
upon the expectation that numerous individual thesis systems 
could someday be merged into a master expert system on 
petroleum metallurgy and corrosion.
Appendix A is a discussion of what I feel are the most crucial 
features to look for in specific expert system software 
attributes. Hypertexting, hypergraphics, and dynamic plotting 
are discussed.
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4.1 EXPERT SYSTEMS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
To the layman, the terms expert systems (ES) and artificial 
intelligence (AI) are essentially synonymous. Artificial 
intelligence is the overall umbrella term under which the 
technology is further broken down into several categories of 
AI programming techniques (expert systems, neural networks, 
etc.). The intent of artificial intelligence is to create 
programming constructs which in some way mimic the thinking of 
human "experts”. The goal is to try and capture the thought 
process so complex issues may be dynamically handled by 
computers with uniform and clear results.
Expert systems are a specific type of "artificial 
intelligence" which most commonly uses a technique termed "IF- 
THEN-ELSE" production rules to mimic intelligence. Expert 
system developers have a choice between "shells" or 
"languages". The most common expert system languages are 
Prolog and LISP. These languages tend to have very steep 
learning curves and low programming productivity which 
frustrate part time, nonprofessional developers.
Essentially, languages require that everything has to be 
programmed from the ground up. Shells are more user friendly 
and have the basic rule search algorithm functions already
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programmed to greatly lower the learning curve for 
nonprofessionals. Programming commands are greatly reduced 
within shells. However, languages can be compiled into 
executable "EXE” files to enable complete security of the 
rules and avoidance of costly "run time" shells and license 
fees upon mass distribution. Because shells preprogram basic 
features, the developer has less overall flexibility and must 
live within the confines of the shell.
4.2 PRODUCTION RULES EXPERT SYSTEM SHELLS 
Essentially the expert system (ES) shell contains an 
"inference engine" which is able to interpret "IF-THEN-ELSE" 
production rules to obtain the appropriate programmed 
conclusion based upon user input and response to questions. 
Expert system shells are a type of pseudo programming language 
which are declarative in structure vs the traditional 
procedural languages (Basic, C, Fortran, Pascal). Shells are 
a pseudo language because the "language" commands are not 
standardized among the various ES shells on the market. Each 
shell has a different language.
The inference engine is the heart of the ES shell. The engine 
essentially searches for a match between dynamic user inputs 
and static IF-THEN-ELSE rules. IF-THEN-ELSE rules will "fire"
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to display or do something when they happen to match the 
user’s input. Most expert system shells and applications 
cannot be compiled into stand alone "EXE" executable files 
such as in Fortran, Basic, C, or Pascal. Distribution of some 
expert system applications require purchase of either the 
complete shell or a run time only abbreviated shell for each 
copy. The preferred option is to select a shell which can be 
operated by a special run time program which can be repeatedly 
copied for distribution once a license fee is paid.
4.3 VP-EXPERT
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) was 
developed from September 1989 to June 1990 using release 2.1 
of VP-Expert. VP-Expert is a production rules based expert 
system developed by Brian Sawyer and marketed by Paperback 
Software of Berkeley California9. VP-Expert is noted for a 
wealth of features at a low price. Expert system shells for 
the personal computer can range in cost from $100 to over 
$12,000 each. VP-Expert costs $250. Run time only license 
fees range in cost from $100 to $10,000.
4.4 MAJOR LIMITATIONS TO VP-EXPERT 
Overall VP-Expert is a marginally acceptable package. VP- 
Expert is not truly acceptable for expert system applications
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that strive for fully professional results. Technology and 
expectations escalate with time. Several features need to be 
refined or added to VP-Expert to enable professional results.
In large part, the SSC-EA does not conform to the usual expert 
system practice of asking a few questions and responding with 
a single answer. The SSC-EA is very text screen intensive. 
VP-Expert text displays need to be able to scroll forward and 
backward throughout a selected range of contiguous text. VP- 
Expert can only go forward one screen at a time. The user 
cannot directly go back to recheck a previous screen if 
something in a current screen prompts a desire to recheck 
previous screens. VP-Expert confines the users to continuing 
the programmed progression of screens until menus eventually 
appear to enable the topic to be reselected.
I believe in the power of hypertexting, hypergraphics, and 
dynamic plotting of charts (see Appendix A for definition). 
VP-Expert is advertized to have hypertext. However, numerous 
VP-Expert drawbacks effectively eliminate hypertext from 
serious use. The syntax to invoke hypertext is cryptic and 
overly complicated. Further, the system changes from a text 
screen to a graphics screen when hypertext becomes active. 
The esthetics of and transition to the graphics screen make
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hypertexting look like a coarse tack-on. The visual flow from 
the text windows to graphics screen is overly severe. VP- 
Expert hypertexting would be greatly improved if the 
hypertexted word caused an overlaid text window to appear 
which then could be scrolled at will. See Appendix A for 
additional comments on the desirable mechanics of local and 
global hypertext programming capabilities.
VP-Expert does not have hypergraphic capabilities. The 
ability to invoke drawings, pictures, charts etc is an 
essential must for crisp ES applications dealing with complex 
subjects.
VP-Expert, and other software shells investigated, do not have 
the ability to take in user data, perform calculations, and 
then automatically display a chart or graph of the results to 
the display screen. Unfortunately, dynamic graphical display 
is not feasible within the library of VP-Expert commands (and 
most other ES shells). Sophisticated business, engineering, 
and scientific ES applications must have automatic dynamic 
plotting of charts and graphs to fully communicate 
information. Spreadsheet graphs have raised expectations. 
Engineers and business people are accustomed to interacting 
with crisp charts for everyday activities.
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One VP-Expert feature that is often absent from many ES shells 
is the ability to read and write directly to Lotus 1-2-3 
format spreadsheets. It was a desired feature and ultimately 
tilt the decision towards VP-Expert. The final SSC-EA program 
does not make use of this feature because VP-Expert read and 
writes to spreadsheets are too slow. If this was fully 
realized initially, VP-Expert would not have been used. 
Information Builder's Level 5 version 1.3 would have been used 
since it offers considerably more overall programming 
flexibility.
4.5 KEY ISSUE— PRODUCTIVITY 
Computer programs face two essential productivity tests for 
business and industry applications.
First, does the programming software allow adequate 
flexibility and productivity to programmers to complete the 
application within a reasonable time. I do not consider VP- 
Expert as sufficiently productive nor flexible for programming 
business and industry applications.
Second, does the final application deliver true improvements 
in user productivity? Benefits to user productivity when 
using the SSC-EA are expected to be variable and subjective.
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Some users will not spend the initial time necessary to become 
sufficiently familiar with the software and SSC technology to 
enable an informed evaluation. In addition, productivity 
benefits from the SSC-EA will not be at maximum potential 
because the program has not been developed to the logical 
extent feasible (see 4.7, Additional Development). Further, 
the program has not been fully "beta tested" to fine tune the 
product to a truly commercial stance. It would be outside the 
bounds of normal thesis activity to devote the additional 
resources necessary to make the program fully productive from 
a commercial standpoint.
The primary drawback of many Expert System software packages 
is the lack of programming power and questionable programmer 
productivity. It plainly takes too long to develop debugged 
code when using VP-Expert for writing a major application. 
The final application could have been simplified and made more 
intuitive if a better developed expert system shell had been 
utilized.
4.6 THE IDEAL EXPERT SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
The ideal expert system (ES) application should be compiled to 
speed it up, afford maximum protection to the production rules 
and eliminate purchase of run time distribution shells.
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Further, it should have a rich assortment of commands, 
functions, mathematical, graphical, and plotting capabilities 
to enable maximum flexibility to the developer.
Cost would be reasonable and on the order of professional 
programming languages such as Fortran, Basic, C, and Pascal 
($300-$500). Additional purchase of run time only license 
fees would not be required. The application would be dynamic, 
reflecting the best new programming commands, techniques, and 
methods being developed for the procedural programming 
languages (Basic, C, Fortran, Pascal).
The ideal ES application would probably not use a "grassroots" 
expert system shell since they have historically presented too 
many limitations and compromises. Shell development has been 
piecemeal and without programming power because they have 
apparently not attracted large investment nor sufficient 
talent. Real power will result by directly merging expert 
system IF-THEN-ELSE rules with the traditional procedural 
languages such as Basic, C, or Pascal.
It certainly is feasible to embed an expert system inference 
engine and the associated rule maintenance functions into 
traditional procedural languages. It would not be necessary
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to reinvent the wheel and evolve ES shells to have the many 
programming features already in existence in well established 
languages such as Basic, C, Fortran, and Pascal. It would be 
potentially easier in a logistical and programming sense to 
write-in an ES inference engine to run as a seamless part of 
the overall well developed procedural language.
The full power of ES systems is further enhanced when they can 
directly read and write data to the general.business software 
which is predominately in use. ES applications must have high 
level, simple call functions to enable direct read and writes 
to Lotus/Excel spreadsheets and dBase/Oracle databases. 
Further, these data calls should offer reasonably fast 
execution to make them truly viable.
Intelligent expert systems can simplify computer use and make 
expert knowledge available in a highly productive manner. 
Synergistic integration of creditable software technology 
should be the focus of 1990*s software and future expert 
systems developed for the petroleum industry. The diverse 
pieces are there. They just need to be seamlessly integrated 
together. The ability to embed ES declarative capabilities 
within an overall procedural program would be very powerful.
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4.7 ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SSC-EA 
The SSC-EA program represents the first step in developing a 
SSC and NACE MR-01-75 expert system. The core program could 
be amplified to more extensively tap the full potential of the 
computer. Realistically, the software platform must be 
improved before investing significantly more resources for 
expansions. It would not be wise to continue to invest 
valuable development time while being constrained to a 
software shell that is constantly a limiting factor. 
Indications are that VP-Expert will probably never be one of 
the more powerful expert system shells. The key is to look at 
software products that business and industry actually use for 
their expert systems. Unfortunately, the present SSC-EA 
program may have to be essentially abandoned, or if feasible, 
the ASCII files may be translatable into a better quality ES 
software tool.
The present program essentially focuses strictly upon NACE MR- 
01-75 issues. The logical next step would be to extend the 
system to be of expert help in deciding which alloys offer the 
best potential for the end-use criteria sought. This amounts 
to integrating the diverse bits and pieces of information 
found within literature and operating experience concerning 
alloy attributes which are key to determining successful
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application. These key attributes would probably focus upon 
alloy limitations and areas of common use proven successful 
for each alloy. Further, an integrated expert system, data 
base, and spreadsheet could be developed to assist in 
performing cost analysis for the alloy and/or the SSC 
inhibitor chemical options deemed realistic.
Lastly, it would be desirable to expand beyond the narrow 
bounds of NACE MR-01-75 to better account for Stress Corrosion 
Cracking (SCC), chlorides, and carbon dioxide (C02). This 
task is more encumbered since industry does not have a concise 
document like NACE MR-01-75 to serve as the basis. The SSC-EA 
program would be of greater practical value if the '’corrosive" 
focus were to be expanded to cover all of the more serious 




The following is an extended listing of conclusions. Intent 
is to put the various aspects of the thesis topic and software 
development into focus:
HYDROGEN SULFIDE AND SSC 
1. Hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) is highly toxic at low
concentrations. Sulfide Stress Cracking (SSC) can occur 
in certain metal alloys when exposed to H2S, water, and 
tensile stress. SSC is a major safety concern since H2S 
is toxic, flammable, and potentially explosive. 
Pressurized gas with H2S has added destructive potential 
due to pressure energy. Industry uses the NACE MR-01-75 
to assist in selecting materials resistant to SSC.
USE OF NACE MR-01-75
1. NACE MR-01-75 is not a design standard. NACE provides 
guidelines in which judgement and experience must be 
applied to select materials for potentially SSC sour 
service conditions.
2. NACE MR-01-75 is not a general corrosion document. It 
only covers SSC. Other forms of corrosion are not
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consistently addressed within NACE. Compliance to NACE 
will not guarantee resistance to forms of corrosion other 
than SSC.
3. Primary emphasis of NACE MR-01-75 has been use of ferrous 
based alloys operating at ambient temperatures (30 F to 
150 F) . Maximum susceptibility to SSC for ferrous alloys 
occurs at ambient temperatures. However, some nonferrous 
based alloys experience maximum SSC susceptibility at 
elevated temperatures. NACE MR-01-75 does not
consistently cite requirements for nonferrous metals more 
susceptible to SSC at elevated temperatures.
4. Some alloys cited within NACE MR-01-75 as acceptable have 
proven to be more sensitive to failure (Monel K-500, 
Inconel X-750) than others. However, the NACE document 
provides little or no caution to the user.
5. The NACE user must know that some material specifications 
(ASTMs) are hybrid specifications because they actually 
contain both an application specification and a material 
grade. These "gray area" specification are primarily 
end-use application oriented while the material grade is 
often dropped in practice due to convenience. Gray area
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specifications usually encompass several material grades 
(alloy chemistry). However, the material grade 
designation is of primary importance in evaluating NACE 
sour service requirements.
6. NACE MR-01-7 5 is not comprehensive with regards to SSC. 
NACE is primarily concerned with safety and therefore 
safe pressure containment. Many applications that are 
not primarily safety and/or pressure containment concerns 
are not addressed (i.e. wirelines). Certain types of 
sour services are expressly excluded.
7. NACE MR-01-75 is an evolving committee document. It 
reflects issues the committee members have addressed and 
adopted. It is not a scientific document. It does not 
provide technical justification nor tutoring. NACE 
strives to be focused and brief.
8. Compliance to NACE MR-01-75 is mandatory in Texas and 
federal offshore waters. It is essentially mandatory in 
the rest of the U.S. due to the legal liability 
consequences when accidents occur and materials do not 
comply with "industry practice".
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MATERIALS SELECTION
1. Oilfield material selection can be a complex process due 
to the qualitative nature of materials science. Often 
many alloy options are viable. "Expert" judgement and 
experience are used to make the final selection from a 
range of options.
2. Sour conditions complicate materials selection since 
resistance to SSC involves several interrelated variables 
involving service environment and metallurgy.
3. Industry does not have a comprehensive library of 
technical information other than NACE MR-01-75. 
Information in literature is often dated, incorrect, 
misleading or overly scientific and of limited 
application.
SSC-EA SOFTWARE
1. The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA)
software is more of an "expert advisor" than a 
traditional expert system since it seeks to primarily 
communicate the underlying knowledge rather than provide 
answers only.
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2. The SSC-EA software has a limited shelf life since it is 
based upon the 1990 edition of NACE MR-01-75. The user 
is cautioned to always refer back to the most current 
edition of NACE for final consultation.
3. The tutorial portion of the SSC-EA integrates NACE sour 
service requirements with further elaboration by expert 
comments (cautions, tips, and technical amplification). 
Goal is to impart sufficient SSC and NACE fundamentals to 
enable a novice user to more effectively utilize NACE.
4. The allov evaluation expert system enables the user to 
systematically determine NACE MR-01-75 requirements for 
a chosen specification by evaluating metallurgy, 
fabrication, and end-use application aspects.
5. The general survey expert system enables the user to 
systematically determine/review all NACE MR-01-75 
requirements without the "filtering” effect of specifying 
an alloy. Intended to benefit user in general review and 
overall planning of sour service materials.
6. The productivity delivered to the end-user is most 
important. Does the software facilitate straightforward
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delivery of productive programs? The SSC-EA could have 
been improved but the "fight” with VP-Expert took up too 
much time and energy. This effort would have been better 
spent concentrating upon how to better represent SSC/NACE 
knowledge.
7. The main benefit of the SSC-EA program will be to 
"educate" those inclined to learn fundamentals about NACE 
and SSC. People with intermediate knowledge of NACE will 
find the alloy evaluation expert system helpful in 
systematically evaluating a specific alloy. Most people 
will probably outgrow use of the program as they gain a 
better "feel" for NACE, SSC, and material selection. 
Great. Computers should not be used as a crutch if more 
direct tools can be employed.
EXPERT SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
1. The choice of software platforms is essentially between 
expert system languages and shells. Languages (LISP, 
Prolog) offer great flexibility, runtime efficiency, and 
ability to create complex systems. However, languages 
require considerable preliminary effort to learn the 
syntax and vast array of commands. Programming experts 
are required. Shells offer reduced flexibility, but a
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shortened learning curve to effectively use. Shells 
offer the ability to let the "expert” program directly 
without employing a specialized programmer. I believe 
shells are more practical. Programmers shouldn't write 
expert systems— experts should.
2. The state of "affordable" expert system shells during 
1989 and early 1990 did not offer an enthusiastic 
software choice. All had significant limitations or 
shortcomings. VP-Expert was chosen as an expedient 
solution.
3. The Programming productivity of individual shells is also 
a key concern. Programming productivity is important so 
professional results can be delivered within a reasonable 
time frame. Present expert system packages seem to have 
a crucial drawback in delivering adequate programming 
productivity and flexibility.
4. The SSC-EA used the VP-Expert release 2.1 expert system 
shell for program development. VP-Expert is judged a 
marginal package because it lacks efficient hypertexting, 
hypergraphics, scrollable text screens, is somewhat 
inflexible, and is not sufficiently productive for the
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programmer. See Appendix A for further discussion.
EVOLUTION OF EXPERT SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
My experience with expert systems leads me to conclude that 
there are basically two directions in which expert system 
programming shells should evolve.
1. Shells should better evolve to enable custom business 
and industry expert systems to be developed with minimal 
time, by the actual experts. This evolution is occurring 
through movement towards "edit-the-menu" object oriented 
packages that automatically write the necessary code.
2. Applications requiring more power or flexibility often 
require direct access and manipulation of the source 
code. The ideal expert system programming "package" 
should be an extension to the already well developed 
procedural languages such as Fortran, C, Basic, and 
Pascal. Alterations to the basic languages would 
incorporate the rule searching inference engine as a 
function call. Associated commands to maintain rules and 
enable high level menuing could be likewise added. It 
makes more sense to refine the well developed procedural 
languages than to continue to reinvent the wheel through 
evolving expert system pseudo-languages.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Any further development of expert systems within the 
Petroleum Engineering Department should use a better 
software package than VP-Expert represents. I recommend 
use of "affordable" software currently being used by 
business and industry. Avoid "niche" software not widely 
used for serious applications. I recommend the following 
products be investigated:
A. Level 5 PC by Information Builders. New York, New 
York. (800) 444-4303. Contact Don Ahrens.
Used more frequently by business and industry than 
VP-Expert. Considered a serious package. Looks 
like it overcomes many of VP-Expert's limitations. 
PC version does not have hypertexting or 
hypergraphics.
B. Level 5 Object (for windows) by Information Builders 
High level object oriented programming with 
hypertext, hypergraphics, read/writes to databases 
and spreadsheets. Program essentially writes the 
code. Programmer focus is upon representing 
knowledge, not syntax. Microsoft Windows is 
required to make all these miracles possible. 
Downside— computers must use Windows and probably
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have more than the usual 64 0 K RAM. Complicates 
distribution. However, Level 5 Object is intended 
to (someday) be able to compile simplified versions 
for non-Windows machines.
Information Builders is a large privately held 
software company. I know that they work actively 
with industry to evolve and fine tune their 
products.
C. Knowledge Pro by Knowledge Garden. Nassau, New York 
(518) .766-3000. Contact John Slade.
Available in both a Windows and normal PC version. 
Syntax is essentially an extension to Pascal. Nice 
ability to create windows, color, hypertexting, 
hypergraphics scrollable screens. Windows version 
would have same downside as Level 5 Object. Another 
downside is that Knowledge Garden is a small outfit. 
They may not be long term survivors.
2. Additional development to the SSC-EA program should first 
concentrate upon upgrading it to a better software 
platform and then extending it to be of direct help in 
deciding which alloy (or range of alloys) would be 
preferred by experts. Logically, other areas of 
corrosion other than SSC would have to be systematically
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considered to increase the value of the program. Key 
attributes would probably focus upon end-use limitations 
and areas of use which are commonly successful. This 
amounts to integrating information found primarily in the 
minds of experts into a qualitative/experience database 
as the basis for expert system logic. Unfortunately, 
only a small part of this information is within 
literature.
3. Ultimate goal of the program would be to more completely 
account for the corrosion effects of Sulfide Stress 
Cracking (SSC), Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC), 
chlorides, carbon dioxide, water, and oxygen.
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APPENDIX A: KEY EXPERT SYSTEM SOFTWARE ATTRIBUTES
The Sulfide Stress Cracking Expert Advisor (SSC-EA) was 
developed using release 2.1 of VP-Expert. VP-Expert is a 
production rules expert system developed by Brian Sawyer and 
marketed by Paperback Software of Berkeley California. 
Overall, VP-Expert is judged an unacceptable professional 
product for future expert system development for the reasons 
stated in Chapter 4.
On a more positive note, the following discussion describes 
key features important for an "ideal" expert system language.
HYPERTEXTING
Hypertexting enables the programmer to make certain word(s) 
hot, so that when the user "clicks" upon the word(s) a screen 
or window opens up to expand upon the concept. This is a very 
powerful feature in allowing crisp, clean, unheavy text 
screens to be presented. The user is not so overwhelmed. 
Novices may find additional information/explanation without 
hindering more experienced users with "cluttered" screens. 
The resulting program has a lighter, more productive feel. 
Hypertexting greatly exploits the ability of the computer to 
present information in a more dynamic and immediate way than
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printed media.
Ideally, hypertexting should be able to be programmed by using 
very simple single calls or symbols and not via multiline 
cryptic code blocks that clutter up the program code. 
Hypertext media should be able to be either:
1) Local: Contents of hypertext window is placed in 
the same file and immediately in vicinity of the 
hypertexted key word(s). Local position for local 
hypertext greatly enhances the intuitive association 
to simplify maintenance/revision of code. Local 
hypertext is feasible only for "single" occurrences 
of hypertext that will not be global to the overall 
application (global— used by all files).
2) Global: Contents of hypertext window are placed in
a central file. Ideal where hypertext content must 
be callable by several host files. Maintenance of 
global hypertext content is simplified within a 
known single centralized file.
HYPERGRAPHICS
Hypergraphics enables the programmer to make certain word(s) 
"hot", so that when the user "clicks" upon the word(s) a 
screen or window opens up to expand upon the concept using
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graphic images or drawings. Some concepts are greatly 
simplified using diagrams, pictures, charts etc. 
Hypergraphics is essentially the graphics counterpart of 
hypertexting. All hypergraphic content would have to be 
within separate graphics type files. The expert system shell 
should have the display drivers to implement image display to 
the screen.
DYNAMIC PLOTTING OF GRAPHS 
Dynamic plotting would allow the programmer to take user 
input, perform calculations and then automatically plot the 
results to the display screen without the user having to 
instruct the program exactly how the plot should appear. 
There are obviously many expert system applications which 
could take full advantage of this feature. However, dynamic 
plotting of graphs and charts is an advanced feature that 
affordable expert system software does not presently have. 
The programming code and logic to build-in graphics smart 
dynamic plotting is a major task. It is merely a matter of 
time before the feature will be added since computer graphics 
have become standard in many software applications.
SCROLLABLE TEXT SCREENS 
VP-Expert does not have text screens which can be scrolled by
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the user. This feature is essentially standard in most expert 
system shells. Scrollable screens are important so users can 
study the entire text area when the text happens to exceed one 
screen. This.is especially important when tables are used for 
presenting information. Tables usually will exceed the 22 to 
25 line limitation of display terminals.
WINDOWS AND COLORS 
VP-Expert does have reasonable ability to create windows and 
control both screen and text color. In general, creation and 
removal of windows should be easily programmed by using high 
level, simple commands. Windows, color and the use of blank 
space are powerful features for creating clean techniques for 
communication.
DATABASE INTERFACE 
Any expert system shell under consideration must be able to 
read and write directly to dBase type database files. This 
feature is especially powerful because it allows for the 
centralized placement of facts within a type of electronic 
file cabinet. Any knowledge base file then has access to the 
same facts within the centralized file. Consistency improves. 
Communication is enhanced— especially if the retrieved facts 
are to be repeatedly displayed verbatim to the user.
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It is best to place the following facts within database files:
1. Static facts (do not change) fundamental to the 
program.
2. Facts occasionally required due to a specific 
response or direct choice by the user.
3. Text string comments which must be retrievable by 
several different knowledge bases. Several text 
strings can be placed together to form sentences and 
paragraphs.
Use of centralized database "fact” files simplify creation and 
access to a large amount of information. Centralized facts 
greatly facilitates maintenance of the program and elimination 
of errors.
RUNTIME COMPILABLE 
Many expert system shells create ASCII (text file) knowledge 
base files which are interpreted by the inference engine logic 
system. These ASCII text files need not necessarily be
complied into machine language to run the program. Mass
distribution of expert system applications requires either 
purchase of a runtime shell (shell with programming editor
deleted) or a compiler and runtime program (essentially the
shell with programming editor deleted). The important 
distinction is whether the knowledge base files are to be
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compiled or not. It is recommended that only expert system 
software which can be compiled be considered for use.
ASCII knowledge base files can be easily changed 
unintentionally by a novice user exploring or simply lost 
within the program. Compiling knowledge bases enable greater 
security of the program and also results in greater runtime 
speed. It is essential that the final expert system 
application be compiled prior to final distribution to protect 
the knowledge base from unintended corruption.
Most expert systems require purchase of either a runtime shell
or compiler/runtime program. The important distinction is
whether an individual shell must be purchased for each
distributed copy or if an unlimited runtime license can be
purchased. A runtime license allows multiple copies to be
H .legally distributed for a single license fee. One does not 
have to "plan ahead" and purchase the exact number of 
individual runtime shells. Copies can be made at will, as 
required.
CALLS TO BATCH FILES AND EXECUTABLES 
Expert systems can be constructed to serve as master shells by 
calling to batch files and executable "subprograms" as the
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program logically requires. Expert systems shells are not 
overly efficient at operating system tasks or procedural 
programming "number crunching". Calls to batch files and 
executables enable an expert system to take full advantage of 
other programs better able to perform tasks which are not rule 
base logic.
This feature is often employed when the expert system does not 
have commands or math functions to directly perform a required 
function. An executable file can be written to perform the 
task and return the result back to the expert system. For 
example, VP-Expert does not have commands to determine the 
date from the computer operating system. However, I was able 
to write a Basic program to read the date from the built-in 
operating system (BIOS) and convert it to string format (06- 
14-90). VP-Expert calls to execute the DATEIS.EXE program. 
DATEIS.EXE reads the date from the BIOS, converts it to string 
format (06-14-90) and places it within an ASCII text file 
named "DATEIS.". VP-Expert then can read the date from the 
text file and place the current date within the alloy 
evaluation screen header.
Most expert system shells can easily call and invoke batch 
files and executables by using simple, high level commands.
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The feature is a must.
DIRECT READ/WRITES TO SPREADSHEETS 
As stated in the body of the thesis text, VP-Expert is 
supposed to be able to directly read and write to Lotus 1-2-3 
spreadsheets. It does— but so very slowly that it is of no 
practical value. Read and writes to spreadsheets were removed 
from the SSC-EA due to the amateurish slow speed offered by 
VP-Expert. Hopefully, someday expert system shells will be 
able to read and write directly to spreadsheets in a fast 
manner. Implementation must be by use of high level, simple 
commands.
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APPENDIX B: DOS DIRECTORIES AND FILES
Directory/File; Remarks
\SSC Main directory
SSC—MAIN.KBS Main entry module and menu
















Expert System DOS directory
Main module/routing file for expert system
Input of identification
NACE Sect Is Sour Evaluation module 
NACE Sect 11: Drilling-Well Service module 
NACE Sect 10: Wells & Facilities module
NACE Sect 9: Valves & Chokes
NACE Sect 8: Special Components
NACE Sect 7: Plating & Coating module
NACE Sect 6: Bolting module
NACE Sect 5: Fabrication module
NACE Sect 3: Ferrous (Steel) module
NACE Sect 3: Ferrous (Cast Iron) module
NACE Sect 3: Ferrous (Stainless) module














Selection of alloy specification:
Perspective on spec, main spec menu
AISI alloy specifications
API alloy specifications
ASTM "A" prefix alloy specifications
ASTM "B" prefix alloy specifications
SAE, AMS, FNS, AWS specifications
UNS specifications
Data base files for specification facts 
entered into dBase III files 
(entry for every specification):
AISI specifications
API specifications
ASTM "A" prefix specifications
ASTM MB" prefix specifications









Data base files for expert comments 
entered into dBase III files 
(only specs with expert comments):
API specifications
AISI specifications
ASTM "A" prefix specifications
ASTM "B" prefix specifications






NACE Tutorial DOS directory
SSC entry-exit module for NACE tutorial
Master menu for selecting NACE topics
NACE Sections
NA GENRL.KBS NACE Sect 1 ••
NA""e n v i r .k b s NACE Sect 1 ••
n a "“METAL.KBS NACE Sect 3 &
n a""ALUM.KBS NACE Sect 4
n a ""COPPER.KBS NACE Sect 4
n a ""STAINS.KBS NACE Sect 3
n a ""STEEL.KBS NACE Sect 3
n a "CIRON.KBS NACE Sect 3
n a ""COATOV.KBS NACE Sect 4
n a ""NICKEL. KBS NACE Sect 4
n a ""COBALT.KBS NACE Sect 4
n a ""TANTUM.KBS NACE Sect 4
n a ""TITAN.KBS NACE Sect 4
NA "FABR.KBS NACE Sect 5
NA""BOLT. KBS NACE Sect 6
NA "PLATE.KBS NACE Sect 7
NA "DEVICE.KBS NACE Sect 8
NA~ VALVE.KBS NACE Sect 9
n a ""f a c i l .k b s NACE Sect 10:
n a ""DRILL. KBS NACE Sect 11 : C
General information module 
Sour Evaluation module 
4: Main menuing for metals 
Aluminum alloys module 
Copper alloys module 
Stainless steel module 
Steel module 
Cast Iron module 
Nonferrous Coating-Overlay 
Nickel Base Alloys module 
Cobalt Base Alloys module 
Tantalum Base Alloys module 
Titanium Base Alloys module 
Fabrication module 
Bolting module 
Plating & Coating module 
Special Components module 
Valve & Choke module 
Wells & Facilities module 










NACE Tables (Acceptable Alloys for Direct 
Exposure to a Sour Environment):
NACE Table 1: Acceptable Stainless Steels 
NACE Table 2: Acceptable Nonferrous Metals 
NACE Table 3: Acceptable API-ASTM Tubulars 
NACE Table 4: Subsurface Equipment Alloys 
1984 NACE Table 1: Typical Steels
Acceptable
User Assistance Modules:
Help file for metallurgy & heat treatment 
Listing of UNS specifications & tradenames 
Ferrous metals hardness scale
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KBCX SECT 1 8001 SYSTEM COAL MODULE bisi srassBISI.KBS
MBCE SECT It DB1LLIMB » WELL navicc api specs bpi.xas^ B_PEILL.KB8 ^
lO SELLS t nCILITIES BSTM b specs ASTX-A.EBS
asm b specs 
BSTM-B.XBSB_ VALUE.CBS
8BX BUS BOB
n n  s p ie s
SBX-BVS.KBSB 8PEC-C.XBS
MBCE SECT ? PLBT!MB I C0BTIM9 on specs0M8.XBSB_PLBTE.KB8
MBIN SSC MODULE 
SSC-MBIM.XBS















ASTM A DATA 
BASE






ASTM B DBTB na«T BSTM B XXPEBT COMMENTS BASE
NJkSTM-B.XBS EJUTM-8.D8P
-
■'BE BMS AMS iTTS DBTB BASE SBE BMS BOSnra expestCOMMENTS
■LSBOWS.DBTM_8AEA08.X8S --




MBCE SECT S 
n u n  i  c a r  i  om
aJan.KBS BJ0LT.XB8
MBCE SIET 3 STIXL MODOLE
bIstzzlTxbs
KBCX SECT 3 CBST IBOM
BjCBSTII.XBS
MBCE SECT 3 STBIMLES3
B.STBIM.XB8
rMBCE SECT 4 NOMPXEXOOSBLL0Y8
ajmmm.KB*
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APPENDIX D: SSC-EA PROGRAM: TUTORIAL EXPERT ADVISOR FLOWCHART
HRIN SSC MODULEDIIECTOHY: 88CTUTOB SSC-DITA .KBS 3SC-NA1M.XBS
MOVICZ OSZBu s n
KBCX ALUMINUM
BASIS BLLOY lEQUI MOUNTS
menu moduli: OEKE8A1 KBCX 
TOPICS MODULI
MBJfBSTB.KBS NBjBDIBL.KBS
( NACE COPPEB 






n r s  s p e c
LISTIMB





MAC! STAINLESS MACE TABLE 1:
STAINLESS
STEELSB E Q u xasm rrs
QMS-LIST.KBS M_STBIKS.KBS NA.TBL-1.KBS










MBCE TABLE 3: 
API ft BSTM 
TUBULAB QOODS
MA_B0LT.K8S M_S1B0M.XB8 MA_TBL-3.KBS










MI SC DEUICES 
MODULE
MAJJEUIC.KBS 1LMICXEL.XBS
MBCE COBALT BASED ALLOY 







NACE SECT 10 raeiLirm a 
EQUIP MODULE
MAJACIL.XBS
MBCE TITANIUM 
ALLOY AEQUI MOUNTS
M.TITBM.KB8DAILLIMO ft SELL
MBJDAILL.XB8
